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a b s t r a c t 

Water lines in the infrared are convenient frequency references. We present absolute positions of sev- 

eral H 2 
16 O ro-vibrational transitions around 790 nm using comb-locked cavity ring-down saturation spec- 

troscopy. Lamb dips of 6 water lines with saturation power in the range of 70–130 kW/cm 

2 were observed 

and the line positions were determined with an accuracy of 25 kHz, corresponding to a fractional uncer- 

tainty of 6.6 × 10 −11 . The present work demonstrates the capability to considerably improve the accuracy 

of the water line positions in the infrared. 

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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Ro-vibrational spectroscopy of water vapor is of great inter-

st for its importance in chemical, atmospheric and astronomical

tudies. Water molecule has an enormous amount of transitions

n the infrared region. Because of the ubiquity of water, its ab-

orption lines are the most widely used frequency references in

any studies. Spectroscopic databases such as HITRAN [1] , GEISA

2] , and HITEMP [3] have included a huge amount of water tran-

itions which are mostly from Doppler-broadened spectroscopy,

nd the accuracy of the line positions is usually limited to 10 −3 –

0 −4 cm 

−1 . Saturated absorption spectroscopy is the most com-

only used method to obtain precise line positions. Golubiatnikov

t al. observed Lamb dips of H 2 
16 O lines in the region of 0.18–0.56

Hz and obtained line positions with a precision of 1 kHz or a frac-

ional uncertainty of 2 × 10 −9 [4] . Cazzoli et al. presented hyper-

ne structures in the rotational spectrum of water from Lamb-dip

easurements in the range of 0.3–0.65 THz, and the uncertainty

as 0.5 kHz corresponding to a relative accuracy of 8 × 10 −10 [5] .

isak and Hodges presented Lamb dips of a few water lines near

.40 μm with sub-MHz resolution but without absolute frequencies

6,7] . Using an optical frequency comb, Gambetta et al. presented

bsolute frequencies with an uncertainty of about 30 kHz for sev-

ral H 2 
17 O and H 2 

18 O lines in the region of 1.38 to 1.41 μm, corre-

ponding to a relative accuracy of 1.4 × 10 −10 [8] . 

Here we report the saturated absorption spectroscopy of sev-

ral H 2 
16 O lines near 790 nm. Water lines in this region have been

xtensively studied by Fourier-transform spectroscopy (FTS) [9–

2] , intra-cavity laser absorption spectroscopy (ICLAS) [13–15] . The

ery sensitive cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) has allowed
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o record the Doppler-broadened absorption spectrum with an im-

roved signal-to-noise ratio [16] . By using CRDS calibrated by a

abry–Pérot interferometer made of ultralow-expansion glass (ULE-

PI), our group has reported 73 water lines around 790 nm with

 stated uncertainty of 3 × 10 −5 cm 

−1 , which is about 0.1% of the

ine width [17] . The study has been extended to the region of 782–

40 nm, and the line positions were reported with an uncertainty

f 1.7 × 10 −4 cm 

−1 [18] . However, there is no much improvement

n the accuracy while using Doppler-broadened spectrum, because

t is very difficult to assess the contribution from the line profile

odel at a precision of 0.1% of the line width. Using comb-locked

RDS to measure Lamb-dip saturation absorption lines of CO at

566 nm, we demonstrated a possibility to determine the line posi-

ions with an uncertainty of 0.5 kHz (relatively 2.6 × 10 −12 ) [19,20] .

ere, we extend the spectral region to 790 nm and present satura-

ion spectroscopy of water lines in this region. Although these lines

re relatively weak (line intensities ∼2 × 10 −24 cm/molecule) and

he saturation power is considerably high ( ∼100 kW/cm 

2 ), Lamb

ips were observed using a diode laser of tens of milliwatts and

he line positions were determined with an uncertainty of 25 kHz

relatively 6.6 × 10 −11 ). The present work demonstrates the poten-

ial to significantly improve the accuracy of the water line posi-

ions in the infrared. 

The main structure of the experimental setup ( Fig. 1 ) includes

wo locking loops. One locks an external cavity diode laser (ECDL,

optica DL100) to a temperature-stabilized ring-down (RD) cavity

sing the Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) method. The other one locks

he RD cavity length by a phase-lock circuit based on the beat fre-

uency between the probe laser and an optical frequency comb.

he resonance RD cavity is composed of two high-reflective (HR)

irrors setting apart with a distance of 45.9 cm, corresponding to

 free-spectral range of 327 MHz. Each HR mirror has a reflectivity
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Fig. 1. Configuration of the experimental setup. One beam (red) from ECDL (external cavity diode laser) is used to lock the laser with the cavity; another beam (purple) with 

a frequency shift of f AOM + f EOM is used for ring-down detecting. The cavity length is locked through the beat signal between ECDL and an optical frequency comb. Abbrevi- 

ations: AOM: acousto-optical modulator; DAQ: data acquisition system; EOM: electro-optical modulator; PD: photodiode detector; PZT: piezo actuator. (For interpretation of 

the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Lamb-dip spectra of the (013)5 15 -(0 0 0)4 14 line of H 2 
16 O at 12,651.93 cm 

−1 . 

Spectra were shifted for better illustration. The fitting residuals of the spectrum 

recorded at 0.66 Pa are given in the lower panel and the root-mean-square (RMS) is 

5.5 × 10 −12 cm 

−1 . 
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of 99.995% at 760–820 nm. Therefore, the RD cavity has a finesse

of about 7.1 × 10 4 and a mode width of about 4.6 kHz. The PDH

locking servo allows us to lock the probe laser frequency within

about 1% of the cavity mode width. The RD cavity is made of alu-

minum, located in a stainless-steel vacuum chamber. An aluminum

shield is used for thermal isolation between the RD cavity and the

outer chamber. A feedback circuit controls the heating-current in a

wire surrounding the aluminum shield to stabilize its temperature

at 300 K. Two platinum thermal sensors are attached at two sides

of the RD cavity, which show that the temperature fluctuation is

within 2 mK for hours [21] . 

An optical frequency comb operated at 780 nm is used as the

absolute frequency reference. The comb is synthesized by an Er:

fiber oscillator (1557 nm) with its repetition frequency ( f r ) and car-

rier offset frequency ( f 0 ) referenced to a GPS-disciplined rubidium

clock (SRS FS725). The beat signal between the locking beam and

the frequency comb is phase-locked to a radio frequency ( f B ), and

the digital feedback servo drives a piezo actuator attached on one

HR mirror to adjust the length of the RD cavity. When the phase-

lock loop is turned on, the RD cavity length is stabilized. As a re-

sult, the probe laser frequency, which is locked to a longitudinal

mode of the RD cavity, is eventually locked with the frequency

comb. 

A beam from the probe laser, with its frequency shifted by an

acousto-optical modulator (AOM) and an electro-optical modulator

(EOM), is used for cavity ring-down spectroscopy. When the over-

all frequency shift is equal to an integer number times of the free-

spectral-range (FSR) of the cavity, a portion of the beam is also

coupled into the cavity. The input power of fiber EOM is about

6 mW, leading to the 1st-order sideband power of about 1.1 mW

which is coupled into the RD cavity. The RD-probing beam emitted

from the cavity is detected by a photodiode (PD) while the laser-

locking beam is deflected by a Glan-Tyler prism. When the signal

reaches a steady level, a trigger signal is produced to switch off

the AOM, which blocks the probe beam and initiates a ring-down

event. The ring-down signal is digitized and recorded by a fast dig-

itizer installed in a personal computer. A fitting program based on

the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is applied to fit the curve to

an exponential decay function. The decay time τ is used to deter-

mine the absorption coefficient α of the sample in the RD cavity

according to the equation, 

α = 

1 

cτ
− 1 

c τ0 

, (1)
here c is the speed of light, and τ 0 is the decay time of an empty

avity. Note that during the RD-recording period which lasts typ-

cally a few hundred microseconds, the probe laser is kept lock-

ng with the RD cavity. When the RD-recording period finishes,

he AOM is switched on again, and the light field in the cavity is

ebuilt to prepare another RD event. In this way, the spectrum is

ecorded with a laser locked with sub-kHz precision. The spectral

can is accomplished by tuning the reference frequency f B of the

hase-lock loop, 

= f 0 + n f r + f AOM 

+ f EOM 

+ f B , (2)

here f AOM 

and f EOM 

are the radio frequencies driving the AOM and

OM, f 0 and f r are the carrier offset frequency and repetition fre-

uency of the comb, respectively. 

Vapor from deionized water was used in the experiments. The

ample pressure was measured by a manometer with a stated un-

ertainty of 0.5%. As given in the HITRAN database [1] , the 5 15 -4 14 

ine in the (013-0 0 0) band is located at 12,651.93 cm 

−1 , with an

ntensity of 2.68 × 10 −24 cm/molecule and an Einstein coefficient of

.1 × 10 −3 s −1 . In Fig. 2 , Lamb dip of the (013)5 -(0 0 0)4 line has
15 14 
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Fig. 3. Depth (upper panel) and width (HWHM, lower panel) of the lamb dip of the 

(013)5 15 -(0 0 0)4 14 line observed at different sample pressures. 
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 line width (half width at half maximum, HWHM) of 235 kHz at a

ample pressure of 0.66 Pa. The scan step was 300 kHz on the base-

ine and 60 kHz around the line center. There were 45 data points

n one scan which took about 1 min. The spectrum shown in Fig. 2 ,

n average of 104 scans, was fitted by a Lorentzian profile and the

tting residuals were at the level of 1 × 10 −11 cm 

−1 , leading to a

ignal-to-noise ratio of 10. The dip depth is related to the laser

ower inside the cavity and the sample pressure. In our experi-

ent, the beam waist in the cavity is about 0.5 mm, and the input

ower is about 1.1 mW which is limited by the EOM. With an en-

ancement factor of 1.3 × 10 4 , the intra-cavity laser power reaches

bout 14 W [22] , which is about 2.6% of the saturation power. 

Fig. 3 shows the depth and width (HWHM) of the Lamb dip

f the (013)5 15 -(0 0 0)4 14 line observed at different pressures. The

alculated [22,23] depths are also given in the upper panel of the

gure, which agrees reasonably with the experimental results. The

idth of the Lamb dip follows a linear dependence on the sample

ressure. A linear fit gives a self-pressure broadening coefficient of

29 kHz/Pa, larger than that of 122 kHz/Pa (0.412 cm 

−1 /atm) given
ig. 4. Position of the (013)5 15 -(0 0 0)4 14 line observed at different sample pressures and d

elow 1 Pa was about 379 295 281 452.5 ± 2.6 kHz. A linear fit of all the data gives a slo

eighted average of the line positions obtained at different intra-cavity laser powers is 

gure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
n the HITRAN data base [1] . The width at the zero-pressure limit

s 100 kHz, which should be mainly due to the transit-time broad-

ning. At 300 K, the root mean square velocity of H 2 O is about

45 m/s, corresponding to a transit-time half width of 161 kHz. The

iscrepancy probably comes from oversimplified line profile model

f the saturation spectrum [20] and the limited signal-to-noise ra-

io in the measurements. According to the depths and widths of

he Lamb dips shown in Fig. 3 , in order to pursue a better preci-

ion, we chose the sample pressure of about 0.5 Pa to determine

he line positions. 

In order to investigate the possible pressure shift and power

hift at present experimental conditions, we carried out a series

f measurements. Fig. 4 shows the line positions of the (013)5 15 -

0 0 0)4 14 line obtained at different pressures and different intra-

avity laser powers. Each data point is derived from an average

f about 10 0–20 0 scans. As shown in Fig. 4 (a), we could not ob-

erve a clear pressure-dependent line shift within such a low pres-

ure region. A linear fit of the data in the full pressure range gives

 self-pressure shift coefficient of 14.1 ± 5.2 kHz/Pa, quite differ-

nt from the value −5 kHz/Pa ( −0.017 cm 

−1 /atm) given in HITRAN

1] . For this reason, we use a simple average of the positions ob-

ained at sample pressures in the range of 0.2–0.8 Pa. The position

f the (013)5 15 -(0 0 0)4 14 line was determined to be 379 295 381

52.5 kHz, with a statistical uncertainty of 2.6 kHz. Upon that, an

ncertainty of 7 kHz was included to take into account possible

ontribution from the pressure shift. We have also measured the

pectra using different input laser powers, and the results are given

n Fig. 4 (b). No power dependence has been observed within the

xperimental uncertainty. Therefore, a sample pressure of about

.5 Pa and an intra-cavity power of 14 W are chosen in the mea-

urements for other lines. 

The overall uncertainty budget for (013)5 15 -(0 0 0)4 14 line is

iven as follows. The statistical uncertainty is 2.6 kHz. Systematic

ncertainty consists of several parts. As shown in Fig. 2 , we did

ot see asymmetry in the line profile at current experimental noise

evel, and we use the quotient of the line width and the signal-to-

oise ratio, 235/10 = 23.5 kHz, as an estimation of the uncertainty

rom the line profile model. The uncertainties from the comb fre-

uency and the locking servo are 0.4 kHz and 0.05 kHz, respec-

ively [20] . The uncertainties in the driving frequencies of the AOM
ifferent intra-cavity laser powers. Panel (a): weighted average of line position (red) 

pe of 14.1 ± 5.2 kHz/Pa and an intercept of 379 295 281 447.3 ± 5.2 kHz. Panel (b): 

379 295 281 449.6 ± 2.0 kHz. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 
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Table 1 

Line positions in the 013-0 0 0 band and upper level energies obtained in this work (unit: cm 

−1 ). 

Transition S a I S 
b ν , this work �νc E lower 

d E upper 
e ) δE 

f 

3 13 –2 12 2.98 78.5 12 621.736 436 1(8) 69 79.496 369 9(4) 12 701.232 806 0(9) 781 

3 22 –2 21 1.39 128.3 12 629.757 508 8(20) 90 134.901 612 7(4) 12 764.659 121 5(21) 1073 

4 04 –3 03 2.97 76.9 12 640.738 200 9(8) 93 136.761 633 0(4) 12 777.499 833 8(9) 663 

5 15 –4 14 2.68 67.8 12 651.928 736 5(8) 102 224.838 347 1(6) 12 876.767 083 6(10) 653 

4 13 –3 12 2.38 80.3 12 661.108 780 8(8) 109 173.365 777 5(4) 12 834.474 558 3(9) 934 

6 06 –5 05 1.94 68.0 12 665.158 348 0(8) 96 325.347 852 6(9) 12 990.506 200 6(12) 842 

a Line intensity from HITRAN database [1] , in 10 −24 cm/molecule. 
b Saturation power, calculated according to the formula in Ref. [23] , in kW 

cm-2 . 
c �ν = νLu – νthis , νLu is from work by Lu et al. [17] , in 10 −6 cm 

−1 . 
d E lower is the lower level energy from Ref. [24] . 
e E upper is the upper level energy calculated from the line position obtained in this work and the lower level energy 

from Ref. [24] . 
f δE = E MARVEL - E up , in 10 −6 cm 

−1 . E MARVEL is the upper level energy from Ref. [25] . 
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and EOM are negligible. The uncertainty due to pressure shift is

7 kHz. The uncertainty due to power shift is estimated to be less

than 2 kHz. AC (alternating current) Stark shift is negligible un-

der our experiment conditions. Taking a root mean square veloc-

ity of H 2 O of about 645 m/s at 300 K, the second-order Doppler

shift is −1 kHz. The calculated recoil shift is 18 kHz. Finally, we de-

termined the position of the (013)5 15 –(0 0 0)4 14 line to be 379 295

281 436 ± 25 kHz with a relative accuracy of 6.6 × 10 −11 . 

Similar measurements have been carried out for other

five lines in the (013-0 0 0) band with intensities above

1.3 × 10 −24 cm/molecule. Similar accuracy has been obtained

for these five lines except the (013)3 22 -(0 0 0)2 21 line for which the

saturation power is almost twice as that of the strongest line. We

can only get a signal-to-noise ratio of about 3 for the (013)3 22 -

(0 0 0)2 21 line, which leads to a relatively larger uncertainty in the

position. 

Positions of the 6 water lines obtained in this work are pre-

sented in Table 1 . Their differences from those given in previous

Doppler-broadened CRDS measurement [17] are also given in the

table. The averaged difference is about 9 × 10 −5 cm 

−1 , while the

stated uncertainty given in Ref. [17] is about 3 × 10 −5 cm 

−1 . A pos-

sible reason of the discrepancy could be the long-term drift of

the Fabry–Pèrot interferometer made of ultra-low expansion glass

(ULE-FPI) used for frequency calibration in previous measurement.

Taking the rotational energies of H 2 
16 O given in Ref. [24] , which

have a stated uncertainty of about 0.5 × 10 −6 cm 

−1 (15 kHz), we

derived the energies of the upper levels. They are also given in

Table I. The combined uncertainty is 1–2 × 10 −6 cm 

−1 . They are

compared with the upper energies E MARVEL which were derived

from the analysis of thousands of Doppler-broadened water lines

[25] . The stated averaged uncertainty of the upper level energies

E MARVEL from [25] is 4.5 × 10 −5 cm 

−1 . However, for the 6 upper

levels presented in this work, the MARVEL energies have a dis-

crepancy from present data varying between 0.0 0 065 cm −1 and

0.00107 cm −1. 

To summarize, we presented saturation spectroscopy of several

H 2 
16 O lines around 790 nm using comb-locked cavity ring-down

spectroscopy. The absolute frequencies of these lines were deter-

mined with an accuracy of 25 kHz (relatively 6.6 × 10 −11 ), improved

by over one order of magnitude. Comparing with the water line

frequencies reported in previous Doppler-broadened CRDS study

[17] , we suggest a shift of -9 × 10 −5 cm 

−1 on previous data. Con-

siderably large discrepancy up to 0.001 cm 

−1 has been found in

the upper level energies compared with those from the MAVEL

analysis. Note that similar measurements can be carried out for

an extensive set of molecular lines with moderate line strength

( > 1 × 10 −24 cm/molecule) in the infrared, and better accuracy is

expected for stronger lines. In this way, the accuracy of the molec-

ular frequency references could be considerably improved. 
cknowledgments 
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